Russia
The Road of Bones
Anne Fine
YA FINE
In Russia, during the reign of
communism and one of the many
purges that swept the country,
Yuri experiences first-hand the
social injustices, labor camp,
and starvation.

Spain
A Thunderous Whisper
Christiana Diaz Gonzalez
YA GONZALEZ
Ani, a Basque girl, and
Mathias, a German Jew,
become friends and then
spies in the weeks leading
up to the bombing of Guernica
in April 1937.

Egg & Spoon
Gregory Maguire
YA MAGUIRE
Elena lives in the impoverished
Russian countryside when a train
carrying untold wealth, and a
noble family including Ekaterina,
a girl of Elena's age, arrives.

Marina
Carlos Ruiz Zafón
YA RUIZ ZAFON
When boarding-school
student Oscar meets Marina,
she promises him a mystery,
but their curiosity leads them
down a dangerous path where
they discover a decades-old
conspiracy.

Tsarina
J. Nelle Patrick
YA PATRICK
Within the walls of Russia's
Winter Palace, Natalya seeks a
magical Faberge egg containing
power that promises a life of love
for her and Alexei Romanov.
Rachel’s Secret
Shelly Sanders
PB YA SANDERS
Rachel, a Jew living in Russia,
wants more from life than the
traditional role of wife and
Mother, but her dream of being a
writer is put on hold when a
young Christian man is murdered
and Rachel is forced to keep the
murderer's identity a secret.
The Boy on the Bridge
Natalie Standiford
YA STANDIFORD
It is 1982 and Laura is spending
a semester in Leningrad, but
when she meets Alyosha, she
discovers a world of wild parties,
underground books, music, love,
and constant danger.

World Fiction
For Teens

Europe
Armenia
Like Water on Stone
Dana Walrath
YA WALRATH
Based on actual events, siblings
Sosi, Shahen, and Mariam escape
the Armenian genocide of 1915 by
fleeing Turkey over the mountains.
Austria
The Musician’s Daughter
Susanne Emily Dunlap
PB YA DUNLAP
In eighteenth-century Austria,
Theresa seeks a way to help
her family financially while
investigating her father’s murder.

Sweden
A Bridge to the Stars
Henning Mankell
YA MANKELL
In Sweden in 1956, Joel and
his father live alone with their
secrets, including Joel's secret
society that meets at night and
his father's new romantic interest.

France
Madame Tussaud’s Apprentice
Kathleen Benner Duble
YA DUBLE
In 1789 Paris, Celie lives on the
streets stealing to survive, but
when she is given the opportunity
to become an apprentice to
Madame Tussaud, and as the
Revolution begins, she must
choose between her royal patrons
and the freedom fighter she loves.

Switzerland
Dreams of Significant Girls
Cristina Garcia
YA GARCIA
Brought together each
summer at a boarding school
in Switzerland, three girls
learn a lot more than just
French and European culture.
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Resistance
Carla Jablonski
YA GRAPHIC BOOK
JABLONSKI
When their friend Henri's parents
disappear because of their Jewish
ancestry, siblings Paul and Marie
must convince the French
Resistance that even children can
help fight against the Germans.
First in the Resistance series.

The Wondrous and the Wicked
Page Morgan
YA MORGAN
Turn-of-the-century Paris is in
turmoil, with demons prowling
the streets, unless the Waverly
sisters and their gargoyle
protectors can stop them.
Germany
Graffiti Knight
Karen Bass
PB YA BASS
In post-war Leipzig, Wilm
feels justified in spray painting
messages at night on police
buildings in order to voice his
displeasure, until one night his
actions go too far.
Prisoner of Night and Fog
Anne Blankman
YA BLANKMAN
In 1930s Munich, the favorite
niece of rising political leader
Adolph Hitler is torn between
duty and love after meeting a
fearless and handsome young
Jewish reporter.
Why We Took the Car
Wolfgang Herrndorf
YA HERRNDORF
Mike is from a dysfunctional
family in Berlin who thinks of
himself as boring and finds
excitement when a Russian boy
called Tschick begins to pay
attention to him, including
Mike in his criminal activities.
Going Over
Beth Kephart
YA KEPHART
In the early 1980s Ada and
Stefan are young, would-be
lovers living on opposite sides
of the Berlin Wall.

The Berlin Boxing Club
Rob Sharenow
YA SHARENOW
In 1936 Berlin, Karl,
considered Jewish despite
a non-religious upbringing,
learns to box from the
legendary Max Schmeling
while struggling with the
realities of the Holocaust.
Italy
The Demon Catchers
of Milan
Kat Beyer
YA BEYER
After surviving being possessed
by a demon, Mia leaves New
York to stay with cousins in
Italy, where she studies her
family's heritage of demon
catching. Sequel: The
Halcyon Bird.
Hidden Voices: The Orphan
Musicians of Venice
Pat Lowry Collins
YA COLLINS
Anetta, Rosalba, and Luisa,
find their lives taking
unexpected paths while living
in eighteenth century Venice at
the orphanage Ospedale della
Pieta, where concerts are given
to support the orphanage as
well as expose the girls to
potential suitors.
Cross My Heart
Sasha Gould
YA GOULD
When Laura's older sister
drowns, Laura leaves the
shelter of the convent where
she has spent the last six years
and enters the upper echelons
of sixteenth-century Venetian
society, while she searches for
the truth about what happened
to her sister.

Changeling
Philippa Gregory
YA GREGORY
In 1453, Luca, accused of heresy
and expelled from his monastery,
is recruited to help investigate
evil across Europe.
Lithuania
Between Shades of Gray
Ruta Sepetys
YA SEPETYS
In 1941, Lina and her family are
pulled from their Lithuanian home
by Soviet guards and sent to
Siberia where they struggle to
survive in a prison camp. Based on
the author's family’s experience,
includes historical notes.
Netherlands
I Am Rembrandt’s Daughter
Lynn Cullen
YA CULLEN
In Amsterdam in the mid-1600s,
Cornelia's life as the illegitimate
child of renowned painter
Rembrandt is marked by plague,
poverty, and despair, until she
sees hope for a better future in
the eyes of a wealthy suitor.
Poland
The War Within These Walls
Aline Sax
YA SAX
Misha and his family do their
best to survive in the appalling
conditions of the Warsaw ghetto
during World War II.
Prague
Daughter of Smoke and Bone
Laini Taylor
YA TAYLOR
Karou, a lovely art student in a
Prague boarding school, carries
a sketchbook of hideous monsters,
who form the only family she has
ever known. First in the trilogy.

